INTRODUCTION

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) has been accepted as the most suitable precursor for producing high performance carbon fibers with excellent properties such as low density, high stiffness and strength and good resistance to chemical and environmental 1-4. However, the production of polyacrylonitrile-based carbon fiber, including precursor spinning, thermal stabilization and carbonization, is a complicated process. The properties of the reluctant carbon fiber are significantly influenced by the parameters of each process, particularly the precursor fibers and thermal stabilization. High performance carbon fibers can only be produced depending on fine precursor fibers with excellent properties and optimized pre-oxidation.

To improve the mechanical properties of the precursor fibers and reduce both the induction period and rate of heat release during stabilization have drawn much attention in earlier researches 5-7. The stereoregularity of polyacrylonitrile, which was beneficial to cyclization during stabilization, was rarely studied 8. Nowadays, high stereoregularity of polyacrylonitrile could be obtained through acrylonitrile-urea polymerization, which was initiated by γ-ray irradiation, matrix-anionic-polymerization and etc. 9-11. The iso-polyacrylonitrile precursor with high stereoregularity was an effective way to obtain high performance carbon fiber.

Meanwhile, pre-oxidation was an essential and the most time-consuming step to produce carbon fiber. During this process many chemical reactions were involved including cyclization, dehydrogenation, aromatization, oxidation and crosslinking which could result in the formation of conjugated ladder structure with high infusibility and stability 12. These physical and chemical changes depended strongly on some thermal stabilization parameters such as temperature, duration time, heating rate and stretching ratios 13.

Additionally, lots of work has been done on the kinetic study of the elemental reactions. Fitzer and Müller studied the rate of homo-polymer polyacrylonitrile fiber cyclization in nitrogen and air using DTA and concluded that cyclization could be described by a first order kinetic scheme 14. Morita et al. and Dunham studied the kinetics of homo-polymer and copolymer polyacrylonitrile cyclization by infrared analysis 15. By far most of researchers have focused on kinetic study of the elemental reactions and the most of the experiments were performed in certain atmospheres such as nitrogen or air. Considering the complicated reactions during pre-oxidation, the mixed gas of oxygen and nitrogen, the effect of atmosphere on cyclization rate and the kinetic parameters had been rarely reported.

In the present work, the effect of atmosphere with oxygen concentration of 0, 20, 50 and 100 % on the cyclization rate and kinetic parameters was studied. Structural evolutions of
isothermal treatment of high iso-tacticity polyacrylonitrile under different atmosphere were investigated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The effect of oxygen during stabilization of iso-polyacrylonitrile was discussed. The activation energies in different atmosphere were calculated by differential scanning calorimetry at different heating rate of 5, 10, 15 °C, using iso-conventional method, viz. Kissinger-Akahira-Sunose (KAS) and Flynn-Wall-Ozawa (FWO) method.

EXPERIMENTAL

A 100 mL four-necked flask equipped with stirrer, dropping funnel, condenser, two-way cock and thermometer was needed for the polymerization. The flask should be flushed with dry nitrogen for 5 min, 0.053 g (1,4-cyclohexanediol) and 40 mL xylene were added. After dissolving 1,4-cyclohexanediol completely at 130 °C, the initiator (n-C6H13)2Mg as n-heptane solution was added in flask with stirring, white solvent-insoluble substances formed immediately. Keeping the solution with initiator at 138 °C for 15 min, then 5 mL acetonitrile was added dropwise with stirring. The polymerizations were allowed for 24 h, white polyacrylonitrile powder was obtained.

Isothermal treatment of polyacrylonitrile powder was conducted at different temperature (200, 220, 250 and 280 °C) in a precision controlled tube furnace with temperature accuracy of 1 °C. After the temperature in furnace reached to the settled temperature, iso-polyacrylonitrile was placed into the furnace. Pre-oxidation reactions started immediately and samples with different reaction degree were obtained at various reaction times (5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 min).

FTIR spectroscopy: FTIR spectra of samples were recorded (Nicolet-210, US). As reaction proceeds, nitrile groups with an absorbance at 2243 cm⁻¹ reacted and produced cyclized units containing -C=N- and -C≡C- groups, whose absorbance were detected at 1595 cm⁻¹. Extent of cyclization was estimated from the infrared spectrum by following formula with unreacted nitrile group fraction.

Residual nitrile group fraction (RCNF):

\[
\text{RCNF} = \frac{\text{I}_{2240}}{\text{I}_{1595}} + f \times \frac{\text{I}_{1595}}{\text{I}_{1595}}
\]

where, \( \text{I}_{2240} \) cm⁻¹ is the absorption of nitrile groups, \( \text{I}_{1595} \) cm⁻¹ is the absorption of \(-\text{C≡C-} \) and \(-\text{C≡N-} \) groups and \( f \) is the ratio of nitrile group and cyclized group absorptivity constants. In general, \( f = 0.29 \), which has been previously derived in the literatures.  

DSC measurement: DSC measurements were carried out using calorimeter (Netzsch-STA449C, Germany). A 5 mg iso-polyacrylonitrile specimen was placed into the coil, which was made of aluminum-based alloy. Empty coil was used as a reference. The specimen was heated in the instrument with different heating rate of 5, 10, 15 °C/min from 45-450 °C in different atmosphere with a flow of 40 mL/min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of atmosphere on cyclization: In order to investigate the effect of atmosphere on cyclization reactions, the isothermal treatment was performed at 250 °C, for different times (0, 10, 20, 30, 60, 120 min) at different oxygen concentration to study the variation of the rate of nitrile cyclization.

Fig. 2 shows the changes occurring in the IR spectra from 4000-400 cm⁻¹ for iso-polyacrylonitrile isothermal treatment at 250 °C under atmosphere with N₂ content of 50 % for 10, 20, 60, 120 min, respectively. The band at 2243 cm⁻¹ corresponds to CN stretching vibration of acrylonitrile unit in the polymer chain, absorption bands at 2939 and 1454 cm⁻¹ were assigned to \( \text{CH}_2 \) stretching and \( \text{CH} \) bending vibration, respectively. The assignments of some other absorption bands are given as follows: 1366 cm⁻¹ (bending of the aliphatic CH group), 1227 cm⁻¹ (twist vibration of \(-\text{CH}_3 \))\(^{18}\). Minor changes could be observed in the first 20 min from IR spectra in Fig. 2(a-b). The weak absorption at 1632 cm⁻¹ was probably due to termination by disproportionation, which was confirmed by

Characteristic of isotacticity of polyacrylonitrile: \(^{13}\)C NMR spectra at 75.47 MHz were recorded on a Bruker MSL 300 (Karlsruhe, Baden-Wrttemberg, Germany) instrument in 5 wt. % solution in deuterated dimethylsulfoxide at 25 °C. The setup parameters chosen were: flip angle 30°, repetition time 2 s, the spectra were calibrated at the central signal of DMSO-\(d_6 \) at 39.5 ppm.

A triad tacticity [(mm), (mr) and (rr) \( m \) and \( r \) mean meso and racemo diad sequences, respectively] was determined on the basis of the Schaefer’s assignment by \(^{13}\)C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy spectra, from the ratio of intensities for the three methane carbon peaks (26.9 ppm for mm, 27.4 ppm for mr and 27.9 ppm for rr methane carbon) in the \(^{13}\)C NMR spectrum\(^{16,19}\).

By calculating the mathematical area of three peaks, the tacticity of the polymer was obtained: 53.4 % ( mm), 19.47 % (mr), 27.13 % (rr), respectively. Higher the value of \( m \) is , more nitrile groups exist in the same plane, which greatly affects thermal stabilization of the polymer. Fig. 1 is the \(^{13}\)C NMR spectrum of high isotacticity of polyacrylonitrile.

![13C NMR spectrum of high isotacticity of polyacrylonitrile (PAN)](image)

Fig. 1. \(^{13}\)C NMR spectrum of high isotacticity of polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
by the discoloration of very dilute bromine water. The broad absorption between 3520-3200 cm$^{-1}$ is correspond to vibration of -OH of unsaturated water$^{11}$. As stabilization proceeded, the nitrile peak at 2243 cm$^{-1}$ and the peak due to -CH$_2$ bending in open chain at 1454 cm$^{-1}$ decrease slightly in intensity for the first 0.5 h shown in Fig. 2(a-b). Meanwhile, the peak due to the aromatized structure at 1595 and 1366 cm$^{-1}$ increased in intensity with an enhancement of extent of stabilization$^{21}$. As shown in Fig. 2(c-d), a wide shoulder band appears at 1730 cm$^{-1}$ due to C=O is assigned to stretching of ketone, due to oxygen up taken reaction. After stabilized for 2 h, the final product still had some nitrile band left shown in Fig. 2(d). However, the band at 2243 and 1454 cm$^{-1}$ had dramatically decreased comparing to the previous ones. The result indicated that the co-existence of a ladder structure with conjugated unsaturated bonds, coupled with linear structure polyacrylonitrile polymer chains.

Fig. 3 presents the spectra of iso-polyacrylonitrile stabilized at 250 ºC for 2 h under different oxygen concentration, the changes in the spectrum can be observed. Absorption of nitrile at 2243 and 2939 cm$^{-1}$ decreased continuously, whereas the intensity of the peak at 1595 cm$^{-1}$ increased enormously as the decrease of oxygen concentration, which implied at low concentration of oxygen, more nitrile group remained at the same treated time and temperature, combined with the absorption at the band of C=C and C=N could conclude that oxygen concentration is one of crucial factors to affect the structural evolution.

According to the formula (1), residual CN fractions were calculated (Fig. 4) using the intensity at 2243 and 1595 cm$^{-1}$, which can measure the extent of cyclization and comparison for different reaction environment on cyclization. From Fig. 4, the presence of oxygen during stabilization had a significant impact on the rate of cyclization. The residual nitrile groups in the initial step was almost the same for different oxygen concentration, however, from 20 min to the end of the reaction, the residual nitrile groups was lower for the nitrogen than the oxygen containing environments and different amount of nitrile groups remained even isothermal treated for a long time. The finding of the oxygen contain atmosphere slowed the rate of cyclization indicated that the oxygen has an inhibiting effect on cyclization of iso-polyacrylonitrile and the retarding effect of oxygen may be attributed to interference of initiation by oxygen, for the cyclization of polyacrylonitrile was thought to be initiated by a radical mechanism and the propagation of cyclization may be terminated by the scavenging of radical intermediates formed during initiation under the oxygen containing atmosphere$^{21}$.

**Thermal study:** Fig. 5 shows the weight loss (TG) of iso-polyacrylonitrile during stabilization under different atmospheres from 100-450 ºC at heating rate of 5 ºC/min. It can be seen that two individual stages can be distinguished. The first stage was from room temperature to 293, 291, 287 and 285 ºC for oxygen concentration of 0, 20, 50 and 80 %, respectively, corresponded to a loss of moisture and the minor volatile gases, the temperature of initial devolatilization decreased with oxygen concentration. The second stage was the rest of stabilization and was characterized by a significant weight loss of 30.39, 23.44, 21.08 and 27.04 % occurred at the oxygen concentration of 0, 20, 50 and 80 vol. %, respectively, corresponded to large amount of chain secession,
dehydrogenation and cyclization and oxidation for the oxygen-containing atmosphere. In the second stage, greater loss occurred and decomposed gases such as HCN, NH$_3$ and CO$_2$ when stabilized in free oxygen atmosphere. In the oxygen-containing atmosphere, oxidation can also slow down the weight loss comparing with the abrupt pyrolysis happened in nitrogen. However, the scavenging of radical intermediates can retards the propagation of cyclization in oxygen-containing atmospheres and the retarding effect of oxygen is more notable which causes the less oxidation reaction during stabilization as oxygen concentration increasing, resulting in the greater weight loss in higher oxygen concentration.

Kinetic study from DSC data at different heating rate under different atmospheres: There are some methods to evaluate activation energy of pre-oxidation by the value of cyclization index and aromatization through FTIR and X-ray diffraction by isothermal treatment of iso-polyacrylonitrile. There are some short comings of each method which can only evaluate the elementary reaction during the pre-oxidation. However such methods are not suitable for the pre-oxidation involving some elementary reactions. The iso-conversional methods involving Flynn-Wall-Ozawa (FWO) and Kissinger-Akahira-Sunose (KAS) methods were used for analysis the kinetic of pre-oxidation by means of DSC dates of iso-polyacrylonitrile at different heating rate. The DSC curves of iso-polyacrylonitrile treated from room temperature to 450 °C at heating rate of 5, 10 and 15 °C/min under with oxygen concentration of 20 vol.% was shown in Fig. 6. In 20 vol.% atmosphere performed the same trend. The exothermic peaks wholly shifted to a higher temperature with the peak temperature were 302.5, 312 and 319.8 °C, respectively and the exothermic peaks shifted to higher temperature, samples could not be heated in time, so the cyclization only takes place at higher temperature and the exothermic peaks shifted to higher temperature.

DSC analyses were performed at different heating rate. The conversion at any time ($t$) was obtained from the relation:

$$\alpha = \frac{H_t}{AH}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $H_t$ is the fractional heat of reaction at t min and $H$ is the total enthalpy. The rate of conversion, is the linear function of temperature-dependent rate constant, $k(T)$ and the temperature-independent function of conversion, $f(\alpha)$,

$$\frac{d\alpha}{dt} = k(T)f(\alpha)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $t(s)$ is time, $T(K)$ is the absolute temperature, $k(T)$ can be described by the Arhenius equation:

$$k = A \exp \left(-\frac{E}{RT}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $A$ (s$^{-1}$) is pre-exponential, $E$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$) is the activation energy, $R$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) is the universal gas constant. The function $f(\alpha)$ is expressed as:

$$f(\alpha) = (1 - \alpha)^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $n$ is the reaction order, so the formula 2-5 can be modified to:

$$\frac{d\alpha}{dt} = A \exp \left(-\frac{E}{RT}\right)(1 - \alpha)^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The heating rate $\Phi$ can be described as $\Phi = \frac{dT}{dt}$. eqn. 6 could be transferred to:

$$\frac{d\alpha}{(1 - \alpha)^n} = \frac{A}{\Phi} \exp \left(-\frac{E}{RT}\right)dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The integration function of eqn. 7 is shown as

$$g(\alpha) = \int_0^\alpha \frac{d\alpha}{(1 - \alpha)^n} = \frac{A}{\Phi} \int_{T_0}^T \exp \left(-\frac{E}{RT}\right)dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $T_0$ is the starting temperature, the Kissinger-Akahira-Sunose (KAS), Flynn-Wall-Ozawa (FWO) formulae can be obtained by transforming eqn. 8 into eqns. 9 and 10:

$$\ln \left[\frac{p}{T^2}\right] = \ln \left[\frac{AE}{Rg(\alpha)}\right] - \frac{E}{RT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\log \phi = \log \left[\frac{AE}{Rg(\alpha)}\right] - 2.315 - 0.4567 \frac{E}{RT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The integration function of eqn. 7 is shown as

$$g(\alpha) = \int_0^\alpha \frac{d\alpha}{(1 - \alpha)^n} = \frac{A}{\Phi} \int_{T_0}^T \exp \left(-\frac{E}{RT}\right)dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $T_0$ is the starting temperature, the Kissinger-Akahira-Sunose (KAS), Flynn-Wall-Ozawa (FWO) formulae can be obtained by transforming eqn. 8 into eqns. 9 and 10:

$$\ln \left[\frac{p}{T^2}\right] = \ln \left[\frac{AE}{Rg(\alpha)}\right] - \frac{E}{RT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\log \phi = \log \left[\frac{AE}{Rg(\alpha)}\right] - 2.315 - 0.4567 \frac{E}{RT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
The advantage of the two methods is activation energy can be evaluated without knowing the reaction model and mechanism of the pre-oxidation. So the kinetic parameters can be evaluated by these methods without assuming reaction model but the peak temperatures of DSC analysis at different heating rate.

From the DSC curves under different heating rate and atmosphere, coupled with the conversion (α) at any time (t) (only oxygen concentration of 20 vol. % was shown in Fig. 7), the activation energy at different conversion can be calculated by the two methods. Plots of ln Φ, ln (Φ/T²) at various conversions α against 1/T should be straight lines according to the eqns. 9 and 10. From the plot of lines depicted in Figs. 8-11 from DSC data at different conversion by the two methods in various atmospheres can estimate apparent activation energies.

As shown in Table-1, the activation energies at different conversion and their average values were calculated through the KAS and FWO methods. Meanwhile, the high linear correlation coefficients greater than 0.99 of all plots, which were also listed in the table, suggested the results of determination of activation energies were credible. The activation energies calculated by the two methods were very close to each other, so the average values of 124.9, 176.1, 147.5 and 251.5 Kj/mol could be considered as activation energies of stabilization for the oxygen concentration of 0, 20, 50, 80 vol %, respectively.

From the curve of activation energies varied different oxygen concentration was plotted in Fig. 12. As the oxygen concentration increased, the apparent activation energy first increased with oxygen concentration, then a slight decrease from 20-50 %. At last a significant increase till 80 % of oxygen
TABLE-1
ACTIVATION ENERGIES OBTAINED BY DSC DATA AT DIFFERENT HEATING RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atmosphere</th>
<th>Conversion (α)</th>
<th>KAS</th>
<th>FWO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (Kj/mol)</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>E (Kj/mol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂ : N₂ = 0:100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>137.30</td>
<td>0.99959</td>
<td>139.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>127.43</td>
<td>0.99918</td>
<td>130.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>120.18</td>
<td>0.99935</td>
<td>123.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>124.90</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>127.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂ : N₂ = 20:80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>153.06</td>
<td>0.99981</td>
<td>154.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>178.53</td>
<td>0.99907</td>
<td>178.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>194.90</td>
<td>0.99749</td>
<td>194.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>178.87</td>
<td>0.94076</td>
<td>178.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>176.13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>176.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂ : N₂ = 50:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>163.63</td>
<td>0.999959</td>
<td>159.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>146.31</td>
<td>0.99918</td>
<td>145.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>148.08</td>
<td>0.99935</td>
<td>147.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>159.36</td>
<td>0.99954</td>
<td>142.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>147.55</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>145.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂ : N₂ = 80:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>163.63</td>
<td>0.999959</td>
<td>159.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>175.78</td>
<td>0.99918</td>
<td>176.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>229.72</td>
<td>0.99935</td>
<td>227.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>234.58</td>
<td>0.99954</td>
<td>232.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>200.93</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>199.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Plots for determination of activation by (a) KAS; (b) FWO methods at different conversion in the atmosphere with oxygen concentration of 50 %

Fig. 11. Plots for determination of activation by (a) KAS; (b) FWO methods at different conversion in the atmosphere with oxygen concentration of 80 %
concentration. As the concentration increased, exothermal of oxidation during stabilization increased for the ladder structure of the oxygen-contained carbonyl group in oxygen atmosphere. Meanwhile, the retarding effect of oxygen for the termination of radical intermediates also increased. So the co-effects of oxidation and retarding affect the apparent activation energy under different oxygen-containing atmosphere. Under the low concentration of oxygen from 0 to 20%, the effect of retarding is dominant so the apparent activation energies increased with concentration; the exothermal for oxidation increased significantly when oxygen concentration increased from 20-50% and the effect of oxidation prevailed which resulted in a lower activation energy. However, when concentration is larger than 50%, the increase of exothermal is very slight and the oxidation effect is weakened. The retarding effect of oxygen is obvious, which results in a increase of activation from oxygen concentration of 50-80%.

**Conclusion**

High iso-tacticity of polyacrylonitrile was synthesized dialkylmagnesium (R,Mg) as initiator. Isothermal treatment of iso-polyacrylonitrile was performed at 250 °C under different oxygen concentration. The oxygen inhibiting effect for the scavenging of radical mechanism propagation of polymerization was investigated by the FTIR spectra by using the parameter of the amount of residual nitrile groups. Two stages can be distinguished during the heating process by the TG analysis for the moisture and pyrolysis process during formation of cyclized structure, the mass loss of the oxygen containing atmosphere is larger than that in non-oxygen; activation energies which were calculated by iso-conversational methods, the value in oxygen obeyed a wavy tendency with oxygen concentration were larger than that in oxygen-free oxygen for the co-effect of oxidation and termination of radical mechanism propagation and the average values were 126.38, 176.45, 146.56, 200.01 Kj/mol at the concentration of 0, 20, 50, 80 vol. %.
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